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     Welcome   to   the   very   first   edition   of   The   
Panther   Press!   If   you   have   any   questions,   
concerns,   or   requests,   please   contact   
norahc948@students.caldwellschools.com    and   
we’ll   help   you   as   quickly   as   we   can!   Thank   you   
for   reading!   
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The   Science   Behind   
Horror   Movies   

         Norah   Cool   

 
Horror   movies   are   a   fan   favorite   among   

many,   especially   during   this   time   of   year.   But   

little   is   thought   about   the   true   scare   of   it   all;   

How   has   horror   evolved?   

Just   as   in   everything   else,   horror   movies   

have   their   own   genres.   The   basic   categories   

include   slashers,   psychological   horror,   

paranormal,   gore,   and   creature.   Slashers   tend   to   

have   some   sort   of   killer   involved,   paranormal   

can   involve   ghosts   and   demons,   creature   horror   

can   involve   anything   from   classic   monsters   to   

aliens,   gore   is   all   guts-and-blood,   and   

psychological   horror   tends   to   get   into   the   brains   

of   the   audience,   pulling   out   their   worst   fears.   

Great   examples   for   each   include    Nightmare   on   

Elm   Street    as   a   slasher,    The   Ring    as   a   

paranormal   film,    Alien    as   a   creature   feature,    Saw   

being   hyper-gore,   and    IT    being   a   popular   

psychological   thriller.     

Unsurprisingly,   there   is   a   noticeably   

strong   preference   for   the   ‘slasher’   genre.   39%   

of   Hibriten   prefers   slasher,   followed   by   27%   

psychological,   18%   preferred   paranormal,   8%   

preferred   creature   films,   and   the   remaining   8%   

prefer   gore.   When   asked   what   their   favorite   film   

was   and   why,   there   were   some   interesting   

responses.   “The    Halloween    Franchise!   I   just   love   

Michael   and   slasher   films!”   says   Zerden   Keller,   a   

Junior   at   Hibriten.   Dylan   Greene,   a   freshman   at   
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Hibriten,   answers   “ Scream .   It   is   just   the   scary   

concept   in   it   and   the   famous   ‘Hello   Sydney’”   

A   lot   of   answers,   however,   note   that   

what   really   scared   them   wasn’t   all   cold-blooded   

killers.   “ The   Conjuring !   I   think   the   reason   why   

it’s   my   favorite   is   because   the   films   are   such   a   

cinematography   masterpiece .”   says   an   

anonymous   sophomore.   Another   anonymous   reply   

says   “ My   favorite   horror   film   is    The   Shining ,   

because   not   only   is   it   eerie,   it's   also   really   

weird. ”     

  

  

  

  

  

(Above)   An   iconic   scene   from   the   film   “The   Shining”   

Some   participants   didn’t   even   watch   

  some   films   for   the   fear   factor.   “ Scream -   The   

series.   It   is   a   classic   who   did   it?   AND   it’s   a   

series.   Lovable   characters   with   the   perfect   ratio   

of   scary   movie   to   comedy.”   says   Cool   Kid   20,   a   

Hibriten   senior.   Another   advocate   for    Scream   

says   that   the   series   “has   a   top   tier   storyline”   

and   “is   very   funny”.    Scream    was   a   popular   

series   chosen,   as   well   as   the   films    IT    and    The   

Conjuring.   

It   seems   a   lot   more   now   than   in   the   

past,   people   pay   more   attention   to   plot.   

Answers   about   least   favourite   horror   films   

include   critique   about   the   plot   and   the   

unnecessary   gore.   The   same   advocate   for   

Scream ,   Cool   Kid   20,   pointed   out   that   the   

recent   release   of    Halloween     “ is   just   gore   with   no   

real   plot”.   Another   says   “ IT ,   because   it   was   

boring   for   me   and   the   concept   of   a   killer   clown   is   

overused   and   cliche.”   mentioned   an   anonymous   

sophomore.    A   few   even   mentioned    Friday   the   

13th    being   their   least   favorite,   due   to   their   

dislike   of   the   character   Jason   alone.   

Why   are   we   paying   more   attention   to   it   

now   and   not   before?   Well,   horror   tends   to   

reflect   the   true   fears   of   society.   Take   a   look   at   

the   first   ever   horror   movie,   created   in   1896.    Le   

Manoir   du   Diable ,   or    The   Haunted   Castle ,   

consists   of   many   monster-like   creatures   

(University   of   California) .   This   more   or   less   

reflects   the   fear   of   the   unknown.   In   the   1960s,   

Psycho    was   released,   unveiling   a   whole   new   

level   of   horror   relating   to   distrust,   as   the   themes   

of   horror   slowly   ground   themself   in   reality.   In   

modern   day   horror,   movies   such   as    IT    and   

Oxygen    are   released,   revealing   society’s   fears   in   

an   obscure   way.   Even   starting   in   the   1980s,   

movies   such   as    The   Shining    and    The   Silence   of   

the   Lambs    were   released,   prying   into   what   really   

freaks   us   out.   With   technology   advancing,   and   

world   crises   impacting   our   daily   lives,   the   

themes   of   these   movies   become   more   twisted.   

We   don’t   only   look   to   be   scared;   We   also   look   

for   something   to   relate   to,   in   a   strange   sense.   

“ The   Greek   Philosopher   Aristotle   introduced   

“ catharsis ,”   which   is   a   process   where   we   

release   our   negative   emotions   by   watching   
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violent   or   scary   movies.   In   other   words,   they   

help   us   to   “purge”   our   aggressive   emotions.”   

( Long   Island   University).   

Whatever   your   favorite   horror   movie   

may   be,   it   could   reflect   a   lot   about   you.   What   do   

you   think   goes   bump   in   the   night?   

  

      Favorite   Candies   of   Hibriten           �e   Rooster   and   the   Rumble   
          A   True   Story,   under   anonymous   submission   

     
       This   doesn't   really   have   anything   to   do   with   Halloween   

since     it   happened   in   the   middle   of   June,   but   it   was   the   

first   thing   that   came   to   mind.     

A   few   years   ago   me,   my   sister,   and   my   mother   were   

going     to   visit   my   great-Aunt.   My   great-Aunt   lives   in   the   

woods,   so   we   were   taking   an   unfamiliar   backroad   that   

she’d   given   us   directions   to   via   a   phone.   As   we   were   

driving,   I   spotted   two   gargoyle   statues   facing   each   other   

on   the   side   of   the   road.   Of   course,   we   pulled   over   to   

investigate.   The   statues   marked   the   entrance   to   an   

arboretum.   Now,   my   mother   and   I   had   lived   in   the   area   

for   a   few   years   and    we’d   never   heard   of   this   arboretum.   

     

 

 

 

So,   naturally,   we   stepped   over   the   rope   

and   walked   down   the   overgrown   path   to   

investigate.   

The   area   looked   abandoned   at   first.   The   

grass   was   overgrown,   there   was   a   fence   in   

disrepair   around   an   unkempt   garden,   and   the   

fountain   we   found   was   cracked   and   dry.   But   

there   were   statues.   All   types   of   statues   along   

the   winding,   overgrown   path   to   the   lake.   Angel   

statues   set   back   from   the   path,   a   buddha     

 

 

 

 

 

statue,   columns   like   something   out   of   ancient   

Rome,   and   more   gargoyle   statues.     

Every   time   we   came   to   a   curve   in   the   

path,   my   sister   would   insist   we   start   heading   

back.   It   was   getting   late,   we   didn’t   know   if   it   

was   private   property,   our   Aunt   was   waiting   for   

us,   it   felt   like   we   were   in   a   horror   movie,   etc.   But   

then   we   would   round   the   bend   and   I   would   see   

something   else   strange   along   the   path   and   

insist   we   keep   going.   
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As   this   was   happening,   we   started   to   

hear   a   rumbling   in   the   distance,   like   thunder.   It   

was   a   clear   day,   although   the   sky   was   getting   

darker   as   the   sun   began   to   set.   I   figured   it   was   

from   a   farm   because   I   could   hear   the   occasional   

rooster   in   the   distance.   Although,   we   hadn’t   

seen   any   farms   as   we’d   been   driving   along   the   

road.     

At   some   point,   my   sister   stopped   and   

refused   to   go   any   further.   I   told   my   family   that   

I’d   head   on,   just   for   a   few   more   minutes,   and   

come   back   to   meet   them.   My   mother   agreed   

and   said   they’d   wait   for   me.   I   ran   up   ahead   and   

soon   lost   sight   of   my   family   through   the   trees.   I   

found   a   strangely   bent   old   pear   tree,   a   plant   

potter   shaped   like   a   baby’s   head,   a   statue   of   a   

rocking   horse,   and   a   few   other   stone   statues.   

And   in   the   distance,   I   could   still   hear   the   

rumbling   and   the   rooster.   As   well   as   a   strange   

occasional   banging,   like   on   a   drum.   Each   time   I   

thought   about   turning   back,   I   would   see   

something   else   just   off   the   path,   or   just   up   

ahead   and   keep   going.   I   figured   that   the   path   

would   loop   back   around   and   I’d   be   able   to   meet   

up   with   my   family   or   see   the   car.   After   a   while,   I   

began   to   feel   uneasy,   because   with   the   shape   

of   the   arboretum   and   how   far   I’d   walked,   I   

thought   I   would   have   been   back   at   the   car   by   

now.   But   it   just   kept   going.   

Then,   I   turned   the   corner   and   saw   a   

long   stretch   of   mowed   grass.   So,   I   stepped   off   

the   path   for   the   first   time   and   went   to   

investigate.   There   was   a   long   lane   of   cut   grass.   

On   either   side   were   more   gargoyle   statues   

facing   each   other   like   there   had   been   at   the   

entrance.   Along   the   stretch   of   grass   were   

sections   of   spaced   out   walls.   At   the   far   end,   half   

a   football   field   away   from   me,   there   was   another   

angel   statue.   

I   started   to   walk   toward   it,   and   then   I   

stopped.   I’m   not   generally   a   superstitious   

person.   But   it   was   getting   dark,   there   was   still   

rumbling   and   a   rooster   in   the   distance,   and   I   

wasn’t   sure   where   my   family   was.   I   had   a   

moment   where   I   realized   that   if   I   was   in   a   horror   

movie,   this   would   probably   be   the   scene   where   

something   bad   happened.     

So,   I   backed   up.   And   I   went   back   the   

way   I   came.   

When   I   got   to   the   spot   by   the   lake   

where   I’d   left   my   mother   and   sister,   they   weren’t   

there.   So,   I   went   back   to   the   car   by   myself.   They   

were   there.   Apparently,   as   soon   as   I’d   left,   my   

sister   had   decided   to   go   back   to   the   car   and   my   

mother   had   gone   with   her.     

I   got   in   and   we   started   driving   again.   

Then,   my   mother   asked   me   who   I’d   been   talking   

to.   I   was   confused   and   said   that   I   hadn’t   been   

talking   to   anyone,   because   I   hadn’t   seen   anyone   

else.   At   one   point   I   had   heard   distant   voices,   

but   assumed   that   they   were   a   long   way   off   and   

were   just   being   carried   on   the   wind.   

But   then   my   mother   said   that   she’d   

definitely   heard   my   voice.   And   she’d   heard   a   

deeper   voice   as   well.   That’s   why   she’d   left,   

because   she’d   assumed   I’d   been   caught   by   a   

groundskeeper   and   was   being   told   to   get   off   the   
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property.   I   definitely   had   not   been   talking   to   

anybody.     

When   we   got   to   my   Aunt’s   house   we   

asked   her   about   it.   She’s   been   living   in   the   area   

for   decades,   and   she’d   never   heard   of   that   

Arboretum.   When   I   got   back   home,   I   looked   up   

the   name   that   had   been   inscribed   on   the   

entrance.   There   are   a   few   places   that   come   up,   

but   they   don’t   quite   match   the   description.   

Google   tries   to   correct   my   name   and   give   me   

descriptions   of   what   might   be   other   arboretums.   

There’s   no   mention   of   all   the   statues.   Also,   there   

were   never   any   plaques   or   descriptions   of   any   

of   the   plants.     

The   only   other   thing   I   could   find   was   a   

blog   post   from   a   few   years   prior.   It   was   a   

woman   who   said   she’d   been   driving   on   the   

road,   saw   the   gargoyles,   pulled   over,   and   

walked   around   the   garden.   Same   as   my   family.   

She   also   couldn’t   find   any   information   about   it,   

but   was   thinking   it’d   be   a   lovely   place   to   go   

back   and   have   a   picnic   at.   

It’s   been   a   few   years   at   this   point,   and   I   

haven’t   had   a   chance   to   go   back   and   look   

around   properly.   Hopefully,   I’ll   be    able   to   find   it   

again.   And   maybe   I’ll   figure   out   what   it   actually   

is.     
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